
After a long day, nothing’s better than a glass  
of wine. Now you have the freedom to enjoy  
one without worrying about finishing the bottle.

The Coravin Wine System with premium Coravin 
Capsules lets you pour wine without removing  
the cork so you can enjoy the rest of the bottle 
another day. Your favorite wines should never  
be compromised – neither should your choice  
of when and how to enjoy them.

INTRODUCING  
THE CORAVIN™  
WINE SYSTEM

SLEEK DESIGN AS ADVANCED  
AS ITS TECHNOLOGY

The Coravin Experience

LONG LIVE YOUR  
FAVORITE WINE 
Innovative Coravin technology 
pours a glass of wine without 
uncorking the bottle and protects 
the wine from oxidation.

EASIER THAN  
UNCORKING A BOTTLE
The sleek and intuitive  
Coravin design effortlessly 
releases a smooth stream  
of wine. Just insert, tilt and 
pour your favorite wine.

COMPLETE  
PEACE OF MIND 
Premium Coravin Capsules 
use 99.99% pure argon gas  
to safeguard your wine,  
glass after glass.



DISCOVER THE REVOLUTIONARY 
CORAVIN™ WINE SYSTEM

GETTING STARTED IS SO SIMPLE

CORAVIN MODEL EIGHT
The Coravin Model Eight Wine System 
with a classic look, in a silver and black 
finish. Includes two premium  
Coravin Capsules.

CORAVIN MODEL TWO
The Coravin Model Two Wine  
System with a modern look, in  
a dark graphite finish. Includes  
two premium Coravin Capsules.

CORAVIN MODEL TWO ELITE
The Coravin Model Two Elite, available  
in three distinctive colors: red, gold and 
silver – all with a chrome finish. Each 
includes two premium Coravin Capsules.

All Coravin Wine Systems utilize innovative patented technology to protect your 
wine from oxidation, allowing you to pour and enjoy wines like never before.
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1 CHOOSE
Select the bottle of wine that you wish to 
enjoy – Coravin works on all cork-sealed 
still wines.

4 ENJOY
When you remove the needle,  
the cork will reseal naturally and 
continue to protect the wine.

3 POUR
Press the trigger to pressurize the bottle with 
argon, a safe and inert gas used by winemakers.

Release the trigger to pour wine into your glass. 
When you’ve poured your desired amount of 
wine, tilt the bottle upright.

2 ACCESS
Push the needle through the cork 
to access the wine.

Discover more at www.coravin.com or call us at 855-692-6728


